
Star Trek Adventures

The Big Goodbye
Director’s Cut

Synopsis

Captain Picard and some of the Enterprise crew get stuck on the holodeck while on their

way to an important diplomatic mission.



How to Use this
Module

Have you ever dreamed of being in an episode

of Star Trek: The Next Generation? Well, we

can do you one better. Now, you can be the

director (a.k.a. gamemaster). Just grab some

players, pick your favorite TNG characters (or

make up some new ones), and start playing.

This is your chance to make different

decisions than you saw exhibited on screen

and see how it plays out. That’s right! This is

your alternate universe. Heck! Maybe it will

even be better than the original. Who knows?

It’s all up to your and your cast of players.

[Use with the Star Trek Adventures: TNG

Player Characters and the Star Trek

Adventures Core Rulebook to play. Or really

up the ante and play as Klingons by using the

Klingon Core Rulebook.]

DIRECTIVES

● Establish a relationship with Jarada;

however, the captain must recite their

complicated greeting to them, in their

native tongue, without any errors.

● Prime Directive

Begin this game with 2 Threat per player.
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TEASER

The USS Enterprise-D is en route to a meeting

with the Jarada on a diplomatic mission.

Captain Picard has been appointed by

Starfleet to attempt to establish a relationship

with them; however, the captain must recite

their complicated greeting to them, in their

native tongue, without any errors, or

otherwise the meeting will fail. The captain

and Deanna Troi have been practicing the

speech in his ready room for hours. Troi says

that the captain should take a break and

suggests trying out the new holodeck

upgrades.

After entering the holodeck, Picard is

impressed by the upgrades. He is met by a

lady, Mrs. Jessica Bradley, in Dixon Hill's office,

who claims someone is trying to kill her –

Picard has been hired.
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ACT ONE

Picard calls a meeting in the observation

lounge with all the senior staff to discuss the

Jarada mission. Before starting, though, he

marvels at the holodeck upgrades, and invites

Dr. Crusher to accompany him next time,

along with Mr. Whalen, a 20th century

historian. The conversation quickly turns to

the Jarada,

The Characters should hold a briefing, noting

the requirement that the Captain needs to

perfectly enunciate the greeting for a

successful outcome. An Insight + Command

Difficulty 0 emphasizes The Jaradan are

strategically important to the Federation.

Previous attempts have failed because they

are so easily irritated. A slip in the

pronunciation of the greeting caused a twenty

year rift and caused the Jaradan to destroy the

Federation vessel.

B Story Possibilities: Not all characters are

bound to be part of the holodeck adventure.

Feel free to “cut scene” to other characters

while Picard, Data, Doctor Crusher, and Mr.

Whalen get ready.
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ACT TWO

Decked out in full '40s-style clothing, they

arrive in the middle of a busy San Francisco

street. Data almost immediately attracts

attention by not being "from around here",

and Picard claims that Data is from South

America, to which a near-by newspaper seller

responds "Yeah, he's got a nice tan!". Reading

a newspaper, Picard notes that Jessica Bradley

has been murdered, and he feels sorry that he

couldn't do anything to

stop it, Two police officers

arrive, and accuse Picard

of Jessica's murder, since

she had his business card

on her.

Cut to the bridge, the

Jarada send out a

long-range probe, and

commence scanning the

Enterprise, as part of the

pre-negotiation procedure.

The scan disrupts the

ship's systems

momentarily, including

causing the holodeck's

doors to open and close repeatedly. The

Jarada then attempt to communicate with the

Enterprise, more specifically with the captain,

but they are offended to hear that only

Commander Riker, a subordinate, is available

to speak to them. He tells La Forge to go find

the captain on the holodeck.

There are only 11 Hours before the Jarada

arrive. Tasks in the rest of the adventure will

indicate on a success or failure how much

time is taken.

Finding the Captain. This is a Control +

Engineer/Science/Security Task, assisted

with the ship's Sensors + Security, with a

Difficulty of 1.

● Success will indicate that they can not

find the Captain or any others on the
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Holodeck and see there is a problem

with the Holodeck controls.

● Failure means they spend time looking

at other systems before coming back

to the Holodeck. This wastes 1 hour

of time before meeting with the

Jarada.

Cut back to the Holodeck: The Police

Officers ask the Picard and the Holodeck crew

to come down to the station to answer a few

questions. This is a Daring /Presence

Command Task, With a Difficulty of 2. Note

any request of the computer will receive no

response at this point, and the Holodeck

group will not be able to communicate with

the ship and vice versa.

● Success means they have quickly

talked their way out of the situation.

● Failure indicates the questioning

happened at the Police Station and

takes 1 hour to talk their way out of

it.

Allow characters to play out what it is like to

be interrogated by the holograms in this

1940’s style. Also if the PCs realize it, the

Holodeck is malfunctioning.
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ACT THREE

Outside the Holodeck repair team

This will start an Extended Task: Work track

of 20, Magnitude of 3, and base Difficulty of

3. The default task is Reason +Engineering.

The lead can attempt a maximum of four

tasks to overcome this extended task, with

each task representing 2 hours, to get the

system back up. This task can have two

additional assistants.

Any complications rolled can either take 4

points away from the Work track or create

other obstacles to success like Fused

Centrifugal Assembly, Destructive Feedback

loop, A Holodeck glitch that affects the

Characters on the Holodeck, or Engineering

Team Spread Too Thin. If the extended task is

successfully overcome, The Holodeck is

restored. If they fail in this roll, they may need

to find alternative means of rescuing the

players on the Holodeck but the clock has run

down and the Captain will miss giving the

Jarandan Greeting, putting the Federation at

odds with the Jarandan government. (End the

Episode with the Jarandan becoming

frustrated with the Federation and

threatening to end any talks for another 20

years and possibly attacking the Enterprise .)

Gamemasters’ Guidance: In order to keep all

of your players engaged, it is important that

you establish a turn order for players. This

will help you and your players keep track of

the story and what is going on and where the

action is happening. The turn order should

be batched so the Repair Team is all together

and then the Holodeck team takes action.

2 Threat can be spent to indicate the
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Enterprise is getting closer to the Jaradan

sector and increase the Complication Range

of all tasks as the crew is feeling the time

pressure.

Holodeck team:

The Dixon Hill story will continue as

programmed. Felix Leech, a thug for the

gangster Cyrus Redblock, is looking for Dixon

Hill and pulls a gun on them, demanding the

location of a certain “Object” that Dixion Hill

was hired to find. (Use Starfleet Security

Officer on Page 314 of the Core Book. Change

Phaser type-2 to Pistol (Ranged, 5CD, Size 1,

Lethal)

During this encounter, Leech will take a shot

at any character who puts up a resistance.

If no players are shot during this encounter

Spend 2 threat to cause a complication and

indicate the Holodeck safety protocols have

been turned off.

Once Leech has been defeated, the Holodeck

crew can start looking for the physical exit to

the Holodeck. This is a Daring/Insight +

Conn difficulty 2 task.

● Success means they find the door, but

it is not working.

● Failure means that searching around

they find another of Cyrus Redblock’s

men searching for them.

Eventually, Cyrus Redblock appears on the

2nd repair roll attempt by the Repair Crew.

Cyrus Redblock (Use Section 31 Operative on

Page 315 of the Core Book. Change Phaser

type-2 to Pistol (Ranged, 5CD, Size 1, Lethal)

finally tracks down the holodeck crew with as

many more thugs as there are on the

Holodeck crew.

A social conflict can take place instead of

combat as Redblock wants the “Object” from

Dixion Hill.  This can be done to stall the fight.

● Success means Cyrus will go along

with  the PCs

● Failure means a firefight will occur as

Cyrus wants to kill everyone but

Dixion Hill until he gets his answer.
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CONCLUSION

Assuming the Player Characters are all

successful and free the Holodeck Team in

time, then the Captain must give the proper

Jaradan greeting. “Aaaaard klaxon leeeeesss

blag blan ar'nik ka'nik. Aaaaard krasulaaa.

Rassss trassss trasulaaaah.”

This is a Presence +Command difficulty task

0. This is due to all the practice the Captain

had before the adventure started.

● If complications occur, the Jaradan

reply. “Adequate Greeting, talks

may continue.”

● If no complication occurs the Jarandan

reply,” You have honored us with

your words of greeting. A new day

dawns between us.”

If the players fail to give the greeting in time

the Jarandan will not negotiate and end the

adventure with the Jarandan becoming

frustrated with the Federation and

threatening to end any talks for another 20

years and possibly attacking the Enterprise. (A

surprise TNG Season 1 cliffhanger that never

was.)
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